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If you want to hack the Xbox 360 and your dashboard version is over 7371, then the only way you can hack is with a reset glitch hack (RGH). When I started looking for a way to hack my 360 I heard about the jtag method only to find out that my dashboard was newer then the 7371, but in early September the hardware exploit was
designed to know how RGH. Basically what RGH does is send one processor that tells it to reset. Usually it will do just that, however, if a single is sent when it is downloaded it allows us to run unsigned code. to accomplish this RGH and use the feat that you need to do is read NAND, install modchip, write NAND and install dash board of
choice (I'll use xexmenu). To do this you will need: modchip (I will use a coolrunner from the command-xecuter) coolrunner LPT program cable men's LPT port (printer cable) (x1) wires (x12 it will be your LPT cable so make them long) computer with female port LPT reading program NAND (I used nandprob 2 you can find it here) solder
iron solder Jtag tool (software) 360gcprog (software) stream (no need but HIGHLY recommended) Disclaimer : I am not responsible for any damage that may be caused to your property or self-in-follows instructions in this tutorial. Soldering irons can be very hot and cause burns as well as possibly break the Xbox 360. Opening your xbox
360 shell will void its warranty. Now let's get started. First you need to completely disassemble you 360 there are many guides to do so, so I won't cover it here. When the case is removed, it should look like a picture. I highly recommend that you remove the metal casing it sits in so that you can access the bottom of the motherboard. to
check that mother board you have to turn 360 around and see where you connect the power cable and then use the first picture to find out the witch one looks like yours and what the motherboard you have.You are now ready to build a nand cable and reset your Nand note: no xenon or crown motherboard hack yet and I was told that
zephyr's have a very low success rate. To read nanD, which is basically a Boot Sector Xbox 360, you will need to solder the cables to the motherboard in very specific places. To find these dots to use the chart in the first photos, make sure you find it on xbox, and flip the motherboard upside down making sure you can see the bottom of
the dots that you're going to solder. I suggest flipping the motherboard upside down because the dots are small cones of solder removing any need to add an external solder. I also put the resistor's foot on the motherboard, for they were easier solder on So if your solder connections are strong and don't overlap anywhere, then we're ready
to read NAND. Open and install nandprob and restart the computer. Once it's downloaded again, open the cmd and go to where the nandprob 2.0 folder is found and type in folder after you are inside the type (nandpro.exe lpt: -r16 nand1.bin) without bracket. Once the first of them is done will hit up the arrow key and change the nand1.bin
part of the team on nand2.bin and reset nand again. DUMPING MORE THAN ONCE IS VERY, VERY IMPORTANT. Once you've done dumping all the time you want to compare the files with the total commander.you need to have two or more relevant landfills before you move on. It's okay to have 1 or 2 bad blocks in NAND just as long
as all landfills are the same.if you have a slim skip this step to make sure your xbox is exploited you need to know the CB version. Check the number in the 2BL field. Cb. The central bank should be one of the following that will be operated. Marshmallow: 4578, 4579 Falcon and Opus: 5771 Jasper: 6750, 6751 If CB is not one of the
numbers above, the console is not covered in this guide. Since writing this new call exploit RGH 2.0 has made all Phat Xboxs hackable been released, however I haven't had any experience with it.360 Flash Tool.exeyou you can just go buy cable for your coolrunner program for you, or if your really going to go all out with DIY then heres
how to make your own. The second image is different if the first one doesn't work for you. You will need a male port LPT 4.8 kohm resistor, if the first cable does not work, then you will need a male LPT port 220 omh resistor (x1) 3.3 komh ressister (x3) 1N4148 diode (x3) now download the correct file .xsvf for xbox and open 360gcprog
and follow the first down image. .xsvf files you flash on the coolrunner telling him what kind of motherboard you have and then tells him the exact time for the coolrunner to send a reset pulse processer.now come the fun! You get a cool-runner solder in the actual 360. If you can't sing small dots now there will be time for someone else to
do it for you. The first picture is complete over the view and those after that have my personal setup. The coolrunner wires are tentatively canned and cut to the perfect length for optimal glitch time (how long it takes to boot up). I would suggest just putting a small amount of flow on the wires and the motherboard and then touching the wire
down and applying the solder iron before the solder on the wire melts on the place.remember those nand dumps we did at the beginning? and now it's time to use them to do what's called freeboot. to make a freeboot file you need a CPU key from your xbox so open the jtag tool and follow the images.ok so now that when you have
freeboot installed you can start the xbox and if it boots then all is well, so you can unsolder nand cable and pack your xbox back in case and put it where it usually goes, everything will be done with usb from now on. You have to get a USB stick and format it with an xbox. download the program I and go here for files for the xex menu. open
the program you downloaded and follow Note: Your xbox won't load to xexmenu you'll still have to go though the MS dashboard and run it. Although you can do it so, it will load to it I'm not including the instructions in this capable. USBXTAFGUI_v44.exeplug USB stick back to xbox and go to the demo. there should be one called xexmenu,
just click the game. From here you can play any homegrown app you want or even a full drive game like me. so just fold back and start enjoying the now fully hacked xbox 360okay so you have an ISO that you.... Um.... made and you want to play it. Right?. it's actually very easy to do. Remove that sucker with 7-zip. once you've done that,
open it and press the folder button to select the iso and select the folder in which your game is located. Select the destination folder, make sure your iso appears and press the Go button. Once this is done the extractions take all the files and transfer it to a hard drive xbox or USB. download xexmenu and it should list your game right
away. Home Forums of Jtag and RGH Content zgt; Jtag and RGH Modding are the home forums of Jtag and RGH Content and Jtag and RGH Modding's how to install RGH on the Xbox 360 console. Install the CR4 XL on PHAT Xbox360 R-Jtag (RGH Tutorials). Like JTAG phat Xbox 360 COMPLETE GUIDE. Update the JTAG/RGH
Xbox 360 kernel/ dashboard. RGH can be made on all Xbox 360 models (2015-12). The latest XB360 with Winchester's main tips (sold from 2014-08, 500Gb harddrives) are the most challenging and time cosuming. To be 100% sure of the main board, you need to look at it. Here's more information and images. To make the RGH on this
model you need a desolder processor, connect to a very small point below and solder it back... It's much easier to work with all the other models. Click here for more information and hacks. This is a complete Corona RGH set tutorial Xecuter Coolrunner RevC, Crown HSB Coolrunner Add-on and Xecuter NandX read/write nand. The best
download times came from the following settings: Coolrunner Rev C: Close 1-2 and JP Timeline File: 3_3xsvf CPU_RST: Standard blue wire trimmer about 12 cm or 5 inches Corona V4 help you need either a 48 MHz oscillotor ceramic or SB UPGRADE CR FOR CORONA which has a 48 MHz oscillator built, In, as well as sB V3 Monitor
/Comms USB Cable Do not use the white cable to reset, it is not necessary (many people agree that its more hassle to use it). Just use one of the long blue cables to cut to 10 cm for reset, and use an alternative c5r11 point that is on the underside. Before installing CR Lite flash it with JRunner using RGH2 Corona_C (make sure the CR
Lite is installed on PROG., not on NOR. when blinking. after being made to set it back to NOR.) then set and reset .bin. Make sure you have food on But don't turn on the Xbox 360. Make four landfills and do it a couple of times. Then write .ecc and you have to be ready to download xell to retrieve the key. Once you write .ecc connect
everything board'as if you're going to include it. Connect the Comms USB cable to your PC and run Jrunner. Download and wait until you get activated. CR ver. C doesn't seem to want to download Xell properly. Use CR Lite and Comms USB cable. Cable.
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